Helpful data for the fatality review team regarding domestic incidents:

1. Date, time, day of week of call to police.
2. Who called it in? What kind of call was it (did caller say disturbance, murder, domestic, or ??)?
3. Date, time, day of week of actual incident.
4. Age, race of victim
5. Age, race of subject
6. Marital status or relationship status of victim and subject.
7. Occupation of victim. Income level?
8. Occupation of subject. Income level?
9. Educational level of victim.
10. Educational level of subject.
11. Basic details of incident (anything leading up to, what occurred during incident, anyone else present at scene, what weapon used, what injuries, what did defendant/subject do after the incident, etc.)
12. Any prior domestic calls to residence or with these parties?
13. Any prior domestic calls involving victim or subject and another partner?
14. Any threats reported to police? By friends/family/acquaintances?
15. Any stalking reported to police? By friends/family/acquaintances?
16. Any reports of jealousy and/or possessiveness?
17. Any mental health issues? Any mental health medications?
18. Any alcohol use that day? In past?
19. Any illegal drug use that day? What drug? In past?
20. Any prescription drug misuse that day? What drug? In past?
21. Any mention of prior treatment for alcohol or drugs?
22. Any prior domestic violence arrests for subject?
23. Any prior domestic violence arrests for victim?
24. Any criminal history for subject?
25. Any criminal history for victim?
26. Any reports of subject being violent towards others (neighbors, family, friends, coworkers, law enforcement)?
27. Any prior firearm issues for subject?
28. Any medical issues?
29. Any homelessness issues?
30. Any poverty/economic issues?
31. Any reports of pet abuse?
32. Any reports of child abuse with any of children in house? To police? By family or friends?
33. Any prior marriages or relationships for victim or subject? Any violence in any of those relationships?
34. Any children together in this relationship?
35. Any children in home from victim's prior relationship? Any from subject's prior relationship?
36. Any history of childhood abuse for subject or victim?
37. Any family history of witnessing domestic violence as a child for subject or victim?
38. Any talk of or hint of or discussion of getting an injunction for protection?
39. Any talk of a divorce?
40. Any talk of separating?
41. Any significant change in relationship?
42. Any perceived betrayal (subject feeling victim betrayed them)?
43. Any new relationship for victim or subject?
44. Any mention of infidelity by either party?
45. Any mention of subject threatening to commit suicide (during this event or in past)? Any suicidal attempts?
46. Any suicidal attempts by victim?

Add any additional information that you feel is pertinent.

****The team realizes that you may or may not know the answers to all of these questions. That's okay. We are just asking you to report any answers that you do know.

*Some of these questions are related to a Florida Department of Law Enforcement form that we complete after each case is reviewed.